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We
Lost.

In Conley v. JMU, a loss

Shots fired in Charleston

By KAMRYN KOCH & ASHLYN CAMPBELL
The Breeze

By KAMRYN KOCH & ASHLYN CAMPBELL
The Breeze

The Breeze’s editor-in-chief Jake Conley
took the university to court Aug. 26 after
filing a writ of mandamus Aug. 17, which
asked a judge to demand that JMU provide
The Breeze with COVID-19 data that it
didn’t release in response to a Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) request made last
year. Judge Bruce Albertson’s ruling, which
was made Sept. 8, denied Conley’s petition
and stated that JMU hadn’t violated FOIA.
Conley made several requests on behalf
of The Breeze between August 2020 and
January 2021 requesting the following
COVID-19 data daily:
•
Number of tests administered
•
Number of positive student tests,
broken down by number per campus
dormitory and self-reports from offcampus students
•
Number of negative student tests
•
Number of positive faculty/staff tests
•
Number of negative faculty/staff tests

•

Number of students in quarantine or
isolation
The university’s COVID-19 dashboard,
which began publicly displaying data Aug.
17, 2020, included most of the above points,
but failed to provide positive student tests
broken down by number per campus
dormitory and a designation for selfreported cases in off-campus students. In its
partial denial of this requested information,
JMU cited the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA).
In January, JMU provided The Breeze
locational data for the period of Sept. 17, 2020,
through Dec. 18, 2020. The Breeze continued
requesting data from the period of August 2020
through Sept. 17, 2020, the period following
Dec. 18, 2020, and days moving forward.
The university then provided The Breeze
with locational, daily data from Jan. 10, 2021,
through April 30, 2021.
see BREEZE LOSES, page 7

A shooting occurred on the 2300 block
of Purple and Gold Way on Tuesday night,
according to a press release from the
Harrisonburg Police Department (HPD).
There were no reported injuries.
According to the press release, an HPD
officer responded to a report of threats
at approximately 8 p.m. at a residence on
Purple and Gold Way. While an officer
was speaking with the complainant,
the suspect who the complainant knew
fired rounds from a vehicle toward the
residence and fled the scene.
Although multiple rounds struck
the residence feet from the officer and
complainant, the press release said neither
the officer nor the individual speaking to
the officer were struck. Several additional
officers came to the scene and secured the
area.
The press release said that due to the
immediate danger to nearby residents, a

shelter-in-place order was sent through
the Harrisonburg-Rockingham Emergency
Communications Center (HRECC). The
order told residents in the area to continue
to shelter-in-place until an all clear was
given.
The shelter-in-place order was lifted at
approximately 9:55 p.m.
The HPD Major Crimes Unit identified
the suspect as John Fitch, 21, of Henrico
County, Virginia. The press release
said HPD requested assistance from
agencies like the JMU Police Department,
Rockingham County Sheriff ’s Office and
Goochland County Sheriff ’s Office.
M a r y - H o p e Va s s , d i r e c t o r o f
communications and university
spokesperson, said in an email that in a
situation like Tuesday’s incident, the JMU
Police Department can help with traffic
control, securing perimeters, responding
to calls throughout the city and performing
other duties as needed.
see SHOOTING, page 8
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We lost our lawsuit, and this is what that means
On Aug. 20, just under one month ago, I
wrote a letter to our readers explaining my
decision to file a lawsuit against the university
on behalf of The Breeze. Now, Sept. 16, I’m
writing to say our petition was denied —
point blank, we lost.
Aug. 26, I went before Judge Bruce D.
Albertson in the Rockingham County Circuit
Court and argued that if JMU had daily
COVID-19 case data broken down by location
from Aug. 17, 2020, through Sept. 16, 2020 —
a period in which JMU saw a 1,375 case spike,
its biggest yet — it needed to release those
numbers. Its privacy claim, I argued, was
illegitimate.
In open court, the truth finally came out.
JMU was not centrally tracking cases by
location during the period of the worst spike
in cases the university has seen yet. After a
summer of watching case counts skyrocket
worldwide, JMU’s leadership brought 20,000+
students back without a system for centrally
cataloguing cases by location and tracking

case clusters.
Regardless of what the court records say,
we won.
The goal of this entire suit was and is very
simple: We believe the public has a right to
know this information, so we went to court to
get it. We went to court to inform our readers
and to do our job as a news organization — as
journalists.
On Aug. 26, when JMU lead counsel Jack
Knight spoke in court, when JMU submitted
Office of Residence Life director Kevin
Meaney’s affidavit confirming case data
was kept in individual student records and
not a central location, transparency won.
Accountability won. The public won. Every
single member of the JMU community won.
However, JMU also won that day and not
just in technicality. The second part of my
argument was that JMU’s 30-day delay in
releasing this data going forward is illogical
and stands on a student privacy argument
that’s illegitimate.

As the university’s argument goes, if The
Breeze publishes that there were two positive
cases recorded for a residence hall (many
of which on campus hold several hundred
people) a minimum of five days later due to
allowed delay under the Virginia Freedom of
Information Act, that data will identify those
two students.
I argued that was an illegitimate claim.
However, Judge Albertson ruled that it was
reasonable.
This sets a dangerous precedent for the
free flow of information from the university
to its public. Not only does this directly apply
to this case and this data, but this gives the
university room to set outer limits for data
release in response to future journalists
who come after us, both at The Breeze and
elsewhere.
That, in all of this, is the loss we’ve taken
here. The Family Education Rights and Privacy
Act allows the university to set a timeline
based on its own assessments of privacy
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disclosures, but when this data is released 30
days later, JMU’s community can no longer
make informed, meaningful decisions about
their health based on that data.
It’s important to note here that Harrisonburg
County Public Schools publishes its case count
by school on a daily basis. Some of the dorm
buildings at JMU are comparable in size to the
headcounts of the schools, and that data is still
published daily.
Harrisonburg is releasing the exact same
data we’re asking for, and it’s releasing those
datasets daily. JMU says it needs 30 days.
We won Aug. 26. The university was forced
to be held accountable for its actions in not
tracking locational data until after its worst
spike had faded. But it cannot be forgotten
that a precedent has been set — one that gives
the university wide-ranging control over its
data disclosure, one that restricts the flow of
information.
It reduces the power of the press, and it
reduces the power of the people.
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ONE Punt, ONE Pass, ONE Kick
and ONE BIG $25,000 Prize

Here’s your chance to Punt, Pass and Kick your way to a chance to win $25,000
with CommonWealth One!* You can use that money to pay your tuition, pad your
savings account, or to do whatever you choose.

Text “WIN” to 833-798-0777 or scan the QR code to enter.1
Hurry, the deadline to enter is October 15!
For complete details and other ways to enter our Punt, Pass and Kick Sweepstakes,
visit cofcu.org/win.
The Union (Next to Post Office)

Monday & Wednesday: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Friday: 9:00 am - 5:30 pm
(800) 424-3334 | cofcu.org

Federally Insured by NCUA | Equal Opportunity Lender

*Must be 18 years of age or older and legal resident of the United States to enter. No
purchase necessary to enter or win. Entries must be received by 11:59 pm, Friday,
October 15, 2021. For complete details and other ways to enter our Punt, Pass and
Kick Sweepstakes, visit cofcu.org/win. 1To enter without purchase, text “WIN” to
833-798-0777 or scan the QR code. Our mobile text messages are delivered via USA
code 833-798-0777. Up to 6 messages per month. Reply STOP to cancel, HELP for
help. Standard message and data rates may apply
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‘Find Your Place’
The Union celebrates its 50th year alongside a rebrand
By JJ HENSLEY
contributing writer

Thursday, September 16, 2021

The Union celebrated 50 years of aiding in
student involvement and success Sept. 8. It’s
home to many JMU clubs and organizations
and is often one of the first places new Dukes
go after arriving on campus.
After 50 years of operations, much has
changed at The Union. Dave Barnes, the
director of University Unions, has worked at
The Union for almost 30 years. Barnes’ first
job at The Union was to open Taylor Hall —
the extension that faces Hillside field. When
Barnes was working, the group of buildings
named Warren, Taylor and Phillips Hall were
called the University Center back in 1993.
Phillips Hall was smaller than Duke’s
Dining and couldn’t hold as many students.
Barnes said the “walls in the building were
decaying” and the building “couldn’t be
repaired.” Due to those problems, Barnes
said, the building was torn down.
After Phillips Hall was demolished, it
became a dining facility and therefore moved
outside of The Union’s jurisdiction.
Barnes said he and his team want The
Union to be a place for all students. If
students like to work out, he said, then the
University Recreation Center (UREC) is
amazing; if someone lives in the residence
halls, they may love their residence hall and
community. However, many students don’t
live in the residence halls — roughly 30% of
the student body currently lives in one — and

not everyone works out.
“This is the one place that can become
their own, constantly trying to find ways to
help people find their place,” Barnes said.
Back in the ’90s, Barnes said, The Union
was seen as the “airport lounge” — a
central location on campus for students to
congregate. He said the airport lounge was
located on the third floor, useful for both its
central location and its access to both patio
entrances. He called it a “meeting place
of sorts before faster communication was
available.”
Barnes said the motto of The Union,
“Find Your Place,” is important to him and
is his cornerstone of thought when he’s in
meetings and discussing new plans.
“Maybe there’s a favorite stuffed chair

downstairs, or you love the music played at
TDU [Taylor Down Under] or your artwork
is up on the walls,” Barnes said. “You have
a piece of yourself that’s here, and it’s yours
while you’re at JMU.”
Barnes said he appreciates how all these
little experiences at The Union make it
special to students on campus — how it
facilitates students’ ability to make the space
whatever they want.
“We like to think we’re a small part of that,”
Barnes said. “We feel strong about these
facilities and want to make it something
people would like to visit and be a part of.”
Barnes added that his favorite part of The
Union is all the small events and moments
that occur serendipitously: populated TV
events and wedding proposals, for example.

“Maybe there’s a favorite stuffed chair
downstairs, or you love the music played at
TDU or your artwork is up on the walls. You
have a piece of yourself that’s here, and it’s
yours while you’re at JMU.”
Dave Barnes

Director of University Unions

The Union’s present
Now, 50 years later, The Union has become
a constant at JMU. The anniversary event
at The Union housed free food, live music,
the farmers market, tie-dye and locations to
learn more about the history of The Union.
Students attending the event were all
around The Union, making T-shirts out front
of Warren Hall and sharing stories as they
waited in line for the various food locations.
Junior intelligence analysis major Variah
Hauge said she was looking forward to the
free food and getting a 50th anniversary
T-shirt. First year engineering major Hunter
Newman said there were “a bunch of diverse
stands with a lot of different items.”
Many students, like sophomore health
sciences major Ariana Jamali, sophomore
psychology major Mary Felegula and
sophomore information science and
technology (lSAT) major Erin Early said they
were excited for the farmers market.
“This is what I look forward to every
Wednesday,” Felegula said, “getting a
smoothie and looking at the rings.”
Felegula and Jamali said they went to the
farmers market every week last year and
were interested to check what new shops the
farmers market would have at the event.
“I’m always at [the ISAT-CS building], so
[the farmers market] was the only thing worth
coming to main campus for,” Early said.
Others were just excited for a free lunch
and music, like sophomore media arts and
design (SMAD) major Hannah McAllister.

The Union’s 50th anniversary event had free food, tie-dye, live music, the farmers market and locations to learn more about the building’s history.
Courtesy of The Union’s Instagram
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Some students use the space at The Union to complete schoolwork and study, while others use it to socialize or check their mail. Matt Young / The Breeze

Why The Union?
With such a variety of organizations
and spaces, students may go to The Union
for several reasons. The event presented
some students with new opportunities for
involvement by presenting them in a playful
way at the 50th event. Just by attending the
event, students saw different ways they might
use the space and the ways others might use
it as well.
“I think of a gathering place — a chill place
where friends can hang out and just talk,”
junior biology major Lauren Bruno said.
Some students use the space at The
Union to study and complete schoolwork.
First-year communication sciences and
disorders major Andie Hartley said she has
a class at The Union and sometimes does
her homework there. Sophomore integrated
science and technology major Reggie Wilcox
said that because all their Spanish classes
were in the building last year, they’d often
study “upstairs in the comfy reclining
chairs.”
Sophomore business marketing major
Anania Gannett said she prefers The
Union for studying because it allows food
consumption and talking at a greater level
than the libraries, calling it “not too quiet,”
but “not too loud,” either.
Senior psychology major Lexi Hoak called
The Union the “central hub” of JMU. Hoak
works at The Union as a building manager,
helping with many of the events held there.
Hoak took laps during the event, checking
on her coworkers and making sure everyone
was having a good time.
Junior intelligence analysis major Laura
Smith said that after mask restrictions lessen,
The Union will be a more vibrant space,
saying she expects it to be a “combination of
a resource and social space.”
Bruno’s favorite aspect of The Union is
that it doesn’t “feel tight.” Students can sit
and study or spend time with friends, but
regardless, there’s “no pressure,” she said.

The Union’s future
Barnes explained how The Union has
adapted to student’s needs — including
the addition of an in-house bank and an
“expanded” postal service — and how it
might further adapt in the years to come.
Barnes said he and his team realize
they must update their facilities and be
flexible with what students need while on
campus. Although there are a lot of study
and hangout spaces, Barnes said they’re
“woefully behind” on meeting spaces.
Barnes said The Union is on the list for
capital projects — the money allocated for
construction for JMU’s facilities — and will
be expanded in the future.
Barnes said he and his staff don’t want to
take away from the already limited outdoor
spaces on campus, so additions will most
likely appear around the patio area between
Taylor Hall and Warren Hall. No final plans
have been made.
Barnes said his favorite thing to do is
walking around The Union at night and
seeing all the energy from the organizations
and students who are excited about what
they’re doing.
“That’s the kind of stuff that made me want to
do this work to begin with,” Barnes said. “Every
culture has different needs, and we hope we
can provide that for The Union and its students
for years to come.”
CONTACT JJ Hensley at henslejj@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

The Union houses many student organizations, including University Program Board,
Student Government Association and Make Your Mark on Madison.
Matt Young / The Breeze

Thursday, September 16, 2021

Student organizations
The Union’s home to all kinds of volunteer
resources for students, academic spaces for
studying and leisure locations like TDU for
socializing.
Junior health sciences major Liza Clark
works for Make Your Mark on Madison
(MYMOM) at The Union. Clark said
MYMOM isn’t about mothers, but rather,
it’s a ten-week program for students to learn
more about leadership. Each meeting is split
into two sessions — for one hour, a guest
speaker gives a talk about leadership, and
the other hour is for small-group discussion.
Junior psychology major Renee Gregory

also works at The Union in the Student
Leadership Center. Other organizations
like Student Government, Leadership,
Outriggers and the University Program
Board (UPB) are all at The Union where
Gregory works. She said she believes many
students take The Union for granted, often
using the building as a campus shortcut
and walking by all the organizations housed
inside.
McAllister works at UPB and helps to plan
many events held at JMU. McAllister said
she loves to help plan the concert events
through the Amplify committee, and she
works with the bands that perform at TDU.
McAllister also said she helps plan special
events like Bunches of Love, a stuffed
animal assembling activity, and Late Night
Breakfast, all crafted in UPB’s work space at
The Union.
“It’s home away from home,” Gregory said.
“The environment facilitates creativity.”
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Study
Abroad
Fair
Come learn about our
80+ international programs!

September 22nd

Festival Grand Ballroom

Thursday, September 16, 2021

9:30-12:30pm, 1:30-4:30pm

Scan the QR code for more
information on the event and
program specific schedules.
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The Breeze loses suit
Verdict in COVID-19 data case sides with JMU
from CONLEY v. JMU, page 1

CONTACT Kamryn Koch and Ashlyn Campbell
at breezenews@gmail.com. For more coverage
of JMU and Harrisonburg news, follow the
news desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

Judge Albertson said in the verdict that students would be easily identifiable as
COVID-19 positive if the data requested by Conley was made public.
Christine Brady / The Breeze

Thursday, September 16, 2021

Conley specified three sets of records in
his writ of mandamus — the daily number
of positive student tests broken down by
number per on-campus residence hall for
the dates of Aug. 17, 2020, to Sept. 16, 2020;
Sept. 17, 2020, to Jan. 18, 2021, and Jan. 19,
2021, to Jan. 22, 2021.
The data that JMU had provided failed
to address case numbers from before
Sept. 17, 2020, which was at the peak of the
university’s COVID-19 spike. In court, John
Knight, senior assistant attorney general
and university counsel, said for the first time
that JMU wasn’t tracking where positive
cases were occurring per dorm at that
time. Knight said the university only began
tracking this data when the outbreak, during
which JMU hit a 60% COVID-19 positivity
rate, began to subside.
Because this first set of data requested by
Conley doesn’t exist, it was removed from
the dispute.
As for the second set of data in Conley’s
writ, Conley conceded in court that it was
provided by the university and didn’t assert
a violation of timeliness. Therefore, it was
also removed from the dispute.
The third set of data, encompassing the
dates of Jan. 19 through Jan. 22, was the only
remaining alleged violation of FOIA in the
case. Conley conceded that he received this
data in March 2021. Judge Albertson said
in the ruling that he found the delay “an
appropriate period based on the facts of the
case.”
Conley also argued that a 30-day delay
in releasing the requested data negatively
impacted students’ decision-making ability.
Knight said JMU waited for additional time
to protect the identity of the students going
into a 10-14-day quarantine.
Judge Albertson said in the ruling that
waiting the additional time frame protects
students’ identities from exposure from the
dorm-specific data sets. Judge Albertson
said in the ruling that according to JMU’s
response to the petition, they consulted
with medical professionals and other
administrators to determine the waiting
period. Judge Albertson said JMU didn’t
act “capriciously” in determining the time
frame.
When it comes to the requests for daily
positive student tests broken down by
dormitory, Knight argued in court that JMU
had a valid exemption from these requests
because of the university’s obligation
to withhold the personal identifying
information of students to comply with
FERPA. Conley said that Knight’s argument
was invalid because the data requested
wouldn’t be enough to identify individual
students. He argued that JMU invalidated its
own privacy argument when it released the
locational data from Sept. 17, 2020, to April
30, 2021.
In court, JMU cited an FAQ document
from the Student Privacy Office of the U.S.
Department of Education to support its

decision to withhold the daily positive
student test broken down by residence
hall. The document, from 2013, said that
when releasing aggregate data, educational
institutions should minimize the risk of
identifying students and that they should
“evaluate the risk of … disclosure within the
context of the data that will be used.”
In Judge Albertson’s ruling, he said
someone could easily identify specific
individuals as COVID-19 positive if this data
was made public.
“If one student is removed from the
dormitory and placed in an isolation
dormitory due to a positive test as required
by [JMU], they certainly are identifiable to
their friends and maybe even some of their
dorm-mates,” Albertson said in the ruling.
“If that positive test is revealed by the school
through [Conley’s] VFOIA request, they
become identifiable with a small amount of
linked information, such as their absence or
other data, to the requestor and those with
whom the requestor shares the data.”
Megan Rhyne, executive director of the
Virginia Coalition for an Open Government,
said in a Sept. 13 blog post that she disagreed
with Judge Albertson’s ruling. Rhyne said the
number of cases for the period in question,
Jan. 19-22, were too high for individuals to
be identified. She said she believed it’s an
error to conclude that releasing per dorm
data would reveal any one individual.
Rhyne also took issue with JMU citing the
FAQ document from the Student Privacy
Office of the U.S. Department of Education
from 2013 rather than the COVID-19-specific
directive from 2020.
Rhyne said in the post that the judge’s
ruling offered “too-narrow” of an opinion of
FERPA, and other universities have released
per-dorm data without backlash from
students or the Department of Education.
In an email, communications director
and university spokesperson Mary-Hope
Vass said JMU is “pleased” with the court’s
decision.
“Just as it did in this matter, moving
forward, JMU will continue to honor its
obligation to provide proper access to
public records as well as the need to protect
student privacy,” Vass said in the email.
Conley said in a statement that although the
ruling sided with the university, The Breeze
“still won” because the suit revealed that
JMU wasn’t tracking COVID-19 case locations
while it was experiencing its biggest spike.
“Regardless of the petition denial, we still
won,” Conley said in a written statement.
“Transparency still won. Accountability still
won.”
The parties of the case will be present to hear
the final ruling in Rockingham County Circuit
Court on Oct. 4.
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Police incident in
Charleston Townes
Shooting on Purple and Gold Way results in no injuries

from SHOOTING, page 1

The shelter-in-place order was lifted approximately two hours after an officer responded
to the initial report of threats. Jake Conley / The Breeze

Alongside six or seven officers on
the scene was JMU’s Vice President for
Student Affairs Tim Miller, but he deferred
comments from the university to Vass.
On the night of the incident, students
watched from nearby balconies as the scene
unfolded. After Fitch was identified by
students, his photo was widely circulated.
“He looks like such a normal guy,” a student
sitting on a balcony across the street said.
The HPD obtained warrants against Fitch

for attempted capital murder of a police
officer and attempted capital murder.
According to the press release, Fitch was
found inside his vehicle deceased from an
apparent self-inflicted gunshot wound.
The incident is still under investigation by the
HPD Major Crimes Unit.
CONTACT the news desk at breezenews@
gmail.com. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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Vaccine discrepancies

COVID-19 vaccine rates differ among young adults

Thursday, September 16, 2021

By EMMA SWAIN
contributing writer

According to the Central Shenandoah
Health District (CSHD), 53% of the central
Shenandoah population has received the
first dose of a COVID-19 vaccine, while
48.4% is reported to be fully vaccinated.
However, the 18-35 age group is falling
behind the rest of the population, Jordi
Shelton, the communications specialist at
CSHD, said.
Yet, while the vaccination rate for the 1835 age group across the CSHD is lagging,
JMU and Harrisonburg may be a different
story.
According to the Virginia Department of
Health’s (VDH) vaccine data, 35.9% of the
18-24 age group and 60.6% of the 25-34 age
group in Harrisonburg has recieved at least
one dose.
Michael
Parks,
the
director
of
communications for Harrisonburg, said in
an email that the city doesn’t believe the
Harrisonburg vaccination rate for the 1824 age group is falling behind. Parks said
many JMU and EMU students are likely to
have their vaccination records linked to
their home address, which is often not in
Harrisonburg, yet students are counted
toward the overall population.
As a college town, Harrisonburg is home
to a large 18-35 year old population. On
JMU’s campus, 90.6% of the student body
is fully or partially vaccinated, and 85.1% of
the employee population is fully or partially
vaccinated. However, JMU also permits
students to sign “Assumption of Risk”
forms that allow them to be on campus and
unvaccinated.
Parks said in the email that if

approximately 90% of the JMU population is
vaccinated, the vaccination rate for the 18-24
age group must be higher but isn’t reflected
in the VDH data due to students data being
linked to areas outside Harrisonburg.
“If you consider that the City’s population
is roughly 54,000 and that some 25,000
of that is JMU students, then clearly the
overwhelming majority of our 18-24 age
group is JMU students,” Parks said in the
email. “We do not believe that age group
is falling behind. In fact, it is likely highly
vaccinated.”
Shelton urged the public to reach out
to practitioners with questions about the
vaccine if they’re still unsure about whether
or not they should get vaccinated.
“With the Delta variant being more
transmissible, cases are rising faster and
transmissibility is at a higher rate than it
was with the other variants, so the chances
of folks being exposed ... are just higher,”
Shelton said.
At the end of August, the Food and

Drug Administration (FDA) approved the
Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine for those ages 16
years and older. According to the Centers
for Disease and Control and Prevention
(CDC), the vaccine doesn’t keep an
individual completely out of harm’s way,
but it does significantly lower the chances
of being infected by the virus and reduces
its symptoms, increasing chances of a full
recovery and overall survival.
“Not only is the vaccine going to protect
you … from spreading it to other people
who are maybe more at risk,” Shelton said,
“it is also important for folks to realize that
you are also protecting yourself from getting
seriously ill.”
Rachel Courtney, a freshman earth
science major, was recently diagnosed
with Type 1 diabetes and Celiac disease
— putting her in a position of being
immunocompromised amid a population
of more than 20,000 students living in close
proximity.
“I don’t see often many people caring

“Some people have immunocompromised
disorders, and it truly does hurt them. I do
not understand why there is a right side or a
left side to this — I think it’s either you care
about the surrounding people or you don’t.”
Nicol Artzi

Freshman studying to apply to the nursing program

about the others around them,” Courtney
said. “It’s just like ‘Oh, I don’t want to get
the vaccine because I think it’s stupid’ or,
‘I don’t think I need it’ ... It is very selfish
thinking, lately.”
Courtney also said she feels that the
news media didn’t do an appropriate job
of covering how COVID-19 could affect
the younger generation, giving way to a
false sense of immunity from getting sick.
Nicol Artzi, a freshman studying to apply
to the nursing program, appealed to the
humanitarian concern side of vaccine
beliefs.
“Some
people
have
immunocompromised disorders, and it
truly does hurt them,” Artzi said. “I do not
understand why there is a right side or
a left side to this — I think it’s either you
care about the surrounding people or you
don’t.”
Artzi said she’s uncomfortable with
attending large classes and having to
assume the student next to her is vaccinated
and taking the necessary measures not
to be exposed to COVID-19. She said she
wishes JMU would step up and enforce
vaccination requirements on those who
remain unvaccinated.
“I don’t think this should be a political
thing,” Artzi said. “This should just be a thing
of, you want to protect the people around you
because you care about everyone and you
want everyone to be healthy.”
CONTACT Emma Swain at swaineg@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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AND IT TASTES SO GOOD

Any delivery charge is not a tip paid to your driver. Please reward your driver for awesomeness. Drivers carry less than $20. ©2021 Domino’s IP Holder LLC. Domino’s®, Domino’s Pizza® and the modular logo are registered trademarks of Domino’s IP Holder LLC. 2101004
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FOCUS ON YOUR FRIENDS AND FAMILY.
LEAVE THE FOOD TO US.
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Want to praise someone
or get something off
your chest? Darts &
Pats is the place to do
it. Submit your own at
breezejmu.org.
A "thanks-for-yoursupport" pat to the band
and student body for
their cheers during the
recognition of the first
football team of 1972 during
the football game. Go
Dukes!
From a player on that team.

An “it’s-time-to-stopfence-sitting” dart to
JMU senior leadership who
still haven’t issued a proper
statement to stand up for
our diversity, equity, and
inclusion work.
From a disappointed staff
member.

A “you’re-not-funny”
dart to all the people
making insensitive jokes on
Yik Yak about the shooter.

Thursday, September 16, 2021

From someone who knows
you weren’t using humor as
a ‘coping mechanism.’
A “what-were-youthinking” dart to the
person who left a Bird
scooter directly behind my
car in the UREC parking lot.
From the guy who had to
drag it to the side of the lot.

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

GOP
comeback
Republicans have a good chance of gaining the upper hand in 2022

The midterm elections usually benefit the minority party, which is good for Republicans this year. Matt Young / The Breeze

PARKER BOGGS | contributing writer
In 2020, the U.S. voted
for
Republicans
(GOP)
to
be
removed
from
their
majority
in the Senate
and occupancy
of
the
White
House. While the
Republicans are still
dealing
with
the
implications of not holding a majority in
either chamber, GOP leaders are looking
forward to a year where they know they can
come back — 2022.
GOP leaders, in both chambers, know that
it’s possible to win back Congress. Senator
Rick Scott (R-FL), chairman of the National
Republican Senatorial Committee, said he
sees a “big opportunity” to win the Senate
back in 2022. However, this is definitely a
steeper hill to climb than the GOP leaders have
to overcome in the House of Representatives.
While 2020 was a hard hit to the Republican
agenda, the House, in all actuality, grew more
Republican. House Minority Leader Kevin
McCarthy (CA-23) gained 15 new members to
his caucus. With this in mind, the GOP is only
five seats away from taking back the House
majority that the Republicans lost in 2018.
Some Americans may not know that there

are statistics behind midterm elections that
benefit the minority party. According to U.S.
News, historical precedent backs the minority
parties in midterm elections and goes against
the president’s party. This is due to the
popularity of the president, which isn’t great
news for the Democrats as of now — President
Biden’s 43% approval rating continues to drop.
David Jones, associate professor in the
political science department at JMU, reads
onto the same sentiment about Republicans
and a potential House victory.
“The President’s party nearly always loses
seats in midterm elections — sometimes
dozens of them,” Jones said. “[I would] be
shocked if Republicans don’t win back the
House in 2022.”
He did give a warning signal to Republicans
heading into the midterms, however.
“It’s remotely possible that Republicans
could blow it by continuing to oppose
scientifically sound and popular pandemicmitigation measures,” Jones said. “But I
doubt they will pay a political price in the
House next year.”
Another strong benefit to the Republicans
this upcoming midterm elections is that
redistricting will take place, since it’s the first
midterm since the 2020 census. This year,
North Carolina, Florida and Montana will
all gain a seat, and Texas will gain two — all

likely in Republican districts — meaning
Republicans are almost guaranteed to be
handed these seats.
There’s also more bad news for Democrats
when it comes to redistricting. In Democratic
strongholds, seats will be lost. In California,
Illinois and New York, one seat will be lost.
These will likely be from Democratic areas,
partially due to the heavy taxes these states
require upon their citizens, versus Texas,
with a lower cost of living, and Florida, with
lower taxes.
Jones also commented on the issue
of redistricting: “[It] alone could give
Republicans the handful of seats they need.”
Republicans have a lot of positives on their
backs: The president’s dropping approval on
numerous issues, the new COVID-19 spike,
the disastrous Afghanistan withdrawal,
redistricting and historical precedent.
However, the Republicans cannot let their
guard down and slip into the “far-right” rabbit
hole that can turn off moderate-conservatives
or strictly moderate Republican voters. Still,
next year, history is finally on the side of the
Republican Party.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their
opinions through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no
longer than 250 words. Guest columns must be no more than 650
words.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length,
grammar and if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear.
The Breeze assumes the rights to any published work. Opinions
expressed in this page, with the exception of editorials, are not
necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via
e-mail and must include name, phone number, major/year if author
is a current student (or year of graduation), professional title (if
applicable) and place of residence if author is not a JMU student.

CONTACT Parker at boggspl@dukes.jmu.
edu. Parker Boggs is a sophomore Political
Science and Business Management double
major.
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Same old, same old
JMU students demand transparency
regarding the Delta variant on campus
After coming off a disastrous fall 2020
reopening plan that garnered criticism
nationwide and from leading health experts
like Anthony Fauci, JMU continues to show
its lack of transparency when pertaining to
COVID-19.
One of JMU’s strong points in its fall 2020
reopening plan was the “Stop The Spread:
Dashboard,” which conveniently displayed
daily updates on new active cases, testing
numbers and quarantine beds available. In
addition, this dashboard excellently broke
active cases into two distinct categories:
cases recorded at the University Health
Center (UHC) and cases recorded by selfreporting. When looking at the historical
data, in most daily reports, self-reported
cases were the leading number in cumulative
total cases — sometimes making up 97% of a
specific days’ cases.

If self-reported cases made up at least half
— if not more — of the total number of cases
last year, then why has JMU decided to omit
them from its reporting this fall?
The current “Stop The Spread: Dashboard”
only reports active cases recorded at the
UHC and doesn’t indicate how many active
cases there are off campus. This is a glaring
problem.
Although the “Stop The Spread:
Dashboard” states on its website that its
“goal is to be as transparent as possible
with information at our access, while
maintaining privacy of individuals,” we
can’t help but to wonder: Why does it seem
like JMU is deliberately omitting data?
The answer seems quite apparent.
When using comparative methods and
analyzing the numbers of cases between this
year and last year, it can be hypothesized,

with confidence, that the actual total
number of cases is likely similar to what
they were last year.
Personally, we, along with fellow students,
don’t wish to return to virtual learning —
especially after spending a wonderful first
few weeks on campus. As firm believers in
science and vaccines, COVID-19 outbreaks
that occur on campus are of little danger to
over 90% of the vaccinated student body.
However, the student body demands to
know the actual severity of the reality that’s
occurring right now.

Blinding the public’s eye doesn’t change
the unfortunate reality that the Delta variant
spreads at unprecedented rates.

Sincerely,
Adrik Bagdasarian
President | Public Affairs Student Organization
Carson J. Sullivan
Chairman | Ad Hoc COVID-19 Committee, SGA
Vice President | JMU Young Democratic
Socialists of America

Governing bodies
Texas lawmakers should focus on
preventing unwanted pregnancies in
the state, rather than banning abortions
JULIA CHENG | just julia
taken away by the government — especially if
it means saving more lives in cases where the
mother and baby could both die without an
abortion.
Additionally, it’s difficult to understand the
decision of the lawmakers — as they’re all men.
Dylan Reeves-Thacker, a senior media arts
and design and writing, rhetoric and technical
communication double major, said that those
who don’t give birth shouldn’t control laws
against those who do.
Too much government control is dangerous
— especially when it comes to an individual’s
body. Laws like the Texas Heartbeat Act come
across as threatening a woman’s choice and
generalizes each of their decisions. Similar
conversations are taking place in Mississippi,
where lawmakers are asking the Supreme
Court to overturn Roe v. Wade.
“[S.B. 8] sets such a dangerous precedent
for a government’s mistrust and control of
a person’s own body,” Reeves-Thacker said.
“It’s important to be pro-choice because we
don’t know other people’s stories or their
circumstances.”
Initially, the Texas Heartbeat Act seems
like a solution to save more lives of children,
but doctors have been debating over when
a fetal heartbeat is actually detected. In
Selena Simmons-Duffin’s article on Houston
Public Media, Nisha Verma, an OB-GYN,
was interviewed and stated that “at six weeks
of gestation, those valves [heartbeats] don’t
exist,” explaining that the supposed heartbeats
are “electrical activity, and the sound that
you ‘hear’ is actually manufactured by the
ultrasound machine.”
On the other side, anti-abortion advocates
feel that the Texas Heartbeat Act is a step in
the right direction. In the long run, those who
are anti-abortion advocates see this as the first
step to eliminating abortions and saving the
most lives.
Kayleigh McNelis, a freshman political
science major, said she supports the law.

Doctors continuously debate when a fetal heartbeat is actually detected. Courtesy of Tribune News Service

McNelis finds that S.B. 8 “helps protect the
innocent lives of the unborn citizens of this
country.”
As an advocate for pro-life legislation,
McNelis applauds S.B. 8, as it “ensure[s] that
unborn children across the country are given
a chance at life” and strongly upholds the fact
that “no life is a mistake.”
Dale Rhinehart, a sophomore double major
in history and political science, also advocates
for an anti-abortion stance.
“As a pro-life advocate, it’s important to me
knowing that I am a voice for the voiceless
and unborn children who can’t defend
themselves,” Rhinehart said.
There are also people who can see both sides
— for example, I’d categotrize myself as “prolife” in regard to my own body, but a supporter
of abortion-rights for others. As someone
who’s fortunate enough to be educated on
sex and contraceptions, I’ve been given the
resources I need to avoid having an abortion
myself. Instead of being right or wrong, the
focus should be on saving lives — whether it
be through providing economic resources to
those who need it or stopping unnecessary
abortions.
It’s important to consider the different
circumstances of each individual and every
situation. For instance, according to Manisha

Kumar’s article on Doctors Without Borders,
abortion ended up saving lives abroad.
Kumar reports that there was a large number
of women in Africa having unsafe abortions,
resulting in sickness and injury. Rather than
saving lives, these abortions were taking more,
illustrating the importance of allowing women
to have the resources to have an abortion after
an unwanted pregnancy.
It isn’t a stretch to assume both sides would
like for less abortions to have to happen. To have
more unity on the topic and to fight polarization
— perhaps the biggest enemy in our country —
would be to provide resources to those who need
it. According to an article by Meera Jagannathan
in 2019, the number of abortion correlates with
the amount of women in poverty. The cost
of pregnancy isn’t cheap, and while abortion
isn’t either, it’s cheaper than having a child.
Jagannathan reports that according to researchers,
75% of women who have abortions are lowincome, illustrating how contraceptives and sex
education should be readily available. Arguing
about the issue won’t bring us any closer to solving
it. We need to instead put our energy into finding
solutions to solve the issue.
CONTACT Julia at chengjm@dukes.jmu.edu.
Julia Cheng is a sophomore media arts and
design major.
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The new law in Texas,
also known as the
Texas
Heartbeat
Act (S.B. 8), goes
around Roe v.
Wade and bans
all
abortions
after six weeks
once a heartbeat is
detected.
Texas
lawmakers cleverly found
a way around the Roe v. Wade ruling — which
said women have the right to terminate their
pregnancy at the federal level — by allowing
citizens to enforce the law, not the state.
Citizens are able to sue abortion providers or
anyone who helps someone get an abortion
after a heartbeat is detected, using a loophole in
the legal system. Instead of completely banning
abortions, Texas should consider legislation
that provides education to its citizens and
accessibility to contraception to prevent unsafe
abortions in its state.
In one of the latest reports on reasons for
abortions from Florida in 2018, the most
common was elective abortion, meaning the
woman decided to end her pregnancy, and
the second most common was due to social
or economic reasons. Furthering education
and emphasizing the seriousness of pregnancy
would help to prevent these common reasons.
The two least common reasons in the report
were due to incest and rape. The abortion-rights
movement tends to exaggerate the amount of
abortions due to these reasons and should also
place its attention on providing resources and
educating women. In an article by Michael
Shermer, a U.S. science author, Shermer states
he found that “when women have limited sex
education and no access to contraception, they
are more likely to get pregnant, which leads to
higher abortion rates.”
While incest and rape aren’t the majority
of the reasons why women get abortions, that
doesn’t mean women should have their choice

THIS or THAT?
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We asked, you answered: What do Dukes think?

Starbucks or Dunkin’?
32%

68%

Rose or Carrier?
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26%

74%

D-Hall or E-Hall?
53%

47%

Is Carrier ON
or OFF the quad?
55%

45%

BUSINESS
EDITOR Filip De Mott
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Money in the hole

America’s withdrawal from Afghanistan
abandons allies and a failed foreign policy.

Great value?
The risks of cryptocurrency
investment

Fili
p De

By FILIP DE MOTT
The Breeze

‘Vegas money’
Morgan Benton, a professor in JMU’s
integrated sciences department, invests

revealed that within half a year, 175 pump
and dump operations took place, costing
millions of dollars in losses for some.
As of right now, pumping and dumping
is perfectly legal for cryptocurrencies,
unlike stocks. This is because until
legalities are shifted, cryptocurrencies
don’t fully fall under the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission’s jurisdiction.
This has consequences. According
to a Motley Fool study released in
August, over $80 million has been
lost to cryptocurrency fraud since last
October. That’s a median loss of $1,900
shared between 7,000 victims in the U.S.
Adding
on
to
those
statistics,
cryptocurrency appears to be the most
popular payment method for investment
scams due to its common and easy use.
“If you’re an investor, you should expect
that to happen,” Benton said. “It’s part of the
cost of getting into this area of investing.”

Risk now, profit later

This isn’t to say the cost isn’t worth it.
The unregulated nature of cryptocurrency
markets opens the door for transactions

“I’d still caution anybody who’s thinking
about getting involved in investing in
cryptocurrency to treat it like Vegas
money.”
Morgan Benton

JMU integrated sciences department professor.

that are limited in current banking
infrastructure, Benton siad. In other words,
cryptomarkets may have a democratizing
effect
for
economic
participation.
Cryptocurrencies provide “the ability to
remove banks and credit card companies
as the middle-man, so to speak,”
Benson explains. “I don’t think we yet
know what the full potential of that is.”
Benton
also
offers
alternative
perspectives for those worried about
cryptocurrency’s environmental effects — a
valid concern, as just Bitcoin is said to “burn
120 million megawatt hours of energy”
each year, according to an NPR interview.
“How much environmental impact … do
all of those bank branches and skyscrapers
in New York City … have?” Benton
speculates. “The truth is, a lot of the newer
cryptocurrencies are finding less electricityintensive ways to accomplish the same things.”
Future investors shouldn’t shy away from
participating in the cryptocurrency world — a
world growing in legitimacy and profitability.
However, they should do so cautiously.
As a general rule, when looking to buy
or sell in cryptomarkets, normal business
safety practices are key. As outlined by the
AARP, these include avoiding bad websites,
questioning certain “endorsements” and
not investing in Ponzi schemes — such as
if a suggested cryptocurrency even exists.
Inversely, when it comes to a WalmartLitecoin-type of announcement, some
more research could go a long way, as
well as learning about the cryptocurrency
and seeing who’s pushing it out.
Maybe next time, Walmart will be the one
making the announcement.
CONTACT Filip De Mott at demottfs@dukes.
jmuedu. Filip is a School of Media and Design
and International Affairs senior.
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News that Walmart Inc. had partnered
with the cryptocurrency Litecoin this
past Monday seemed to shock many
— including the retail giant itself.
According to Bloomberg, a statement
appeared
on
GlobeNewswire
that
morning, announcing that Walmart
would accept Litecoin as a viable payment
in future transactions. To make an
unfortunate matter worse, The Litecoin
Foundation’s own social media manager
was fooled and retweeted the story.
“It was wrong to retweet it,” Charlie Lee,
the cryptocurrency’s creator, quoted by
Wall Street Journal, said. “We deleted it
quickly afterwards, but the damage is done.”
For a brief, subsequent moment,
Litecoin’s market value skyrocketed 33%,
only to drop when Walmart refuted the
claim. It lost almost all of its gains, as
many most likely lost invested money.
No one knows who’s behind the stunt.
According to CoinMarketCap, as of
Wednesday, Litecoin is now the 15th
largest cryptocurrency, with a market cap
of around $12 billion. This makes it billions
of dollars smaller than other currencies
and, therefore, an ideal candidate for fraud.
“You can manipulate that,” Edward
Moya, an analyst quoted by Wall
Street Journal, said. “You can really
have a big move because of that.”
Yet, however harmful, the WalmartLitecoin case isn’t a standalone event for
cryptocurrencies. If anything, it serves
to demonstrate a rather common issue.

in a number of cryptocurrencies. In
2018, he gave a talk on the subject,
with a cautionary undertone. His
message
hasn’t
changed
since.
“I’d still caution anybody who’s thinking
about getting involved in investing in
cryptocurrency to treat it like Vegas
money,” Benson said. “Don’t spend
anything you can’t afford to lose.”
Cryptocurrencies like Litecoin work
by being decentralized and largely
unregulated. This is to say, they operate
without the need for any banking
bureaucracy or an entity responsible for it.
However, since such virtual currency
isn’t backed by any government or realworld asset, it’s much easier to drive the
price up and down. This leads to huge
payloads for some manipulative investors.
One strategy to achieve this is called
“pump and dump.” Here, a group of
traders will invest in a given currency,
inflate its value to entice others to put
money into it and then sell off their
assets at a profit and a loss to others.
Litecoin’s stunt is an ideal example.
A 2018 Wall Street Journal investigation
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“Head Over Heels” combines Shakespearean language with ’80s rock music and will premiere at the Forbes Center for the Performing Arts this fall. Photos by Christine Brady / The Breeze

Raise the curtain
‘Head Over Heels’ musical
represents all students on stage

Thursday, September 16, 2021

By MARIA COPELAND
The Breeze

This fall, members of a live audience will walk into
the Forbes Center for the Performing Arts and settle
into their seats. As the lights dim and the curtains
slowly rise, the whispers of the crowd will fade to
silence — and the rock music will start up.
Rehearsals have just started for “Head Over Heels,”
a musical comedy produced by JMU’s School of
Theatre and Dance that blends a Shakespearean-era
story and rock hits from the 1980s with a modernday message of representation and finding oneself.
The production will run Nov. 3-6, with five
performances in the Mainstage Theatre. Kate Arecchi,
the associate director of the JMU School of Theatre
and Dance, will be directing the production.
“I’m just really excited to be working with everyone
back in the shops and in rehearsal rooms and to have
an audience,” Arecchi said.
Arecchi has taught musical theater and directing
at JMU for 16 years and said she got her start in the
theater world by accompanying her mom, a musician
and singer, to rehearsals from a young age. She was
in dance classes at two years old, choir when she was
seven and theater when she was in middle school. She
was, as she put it, “a relatively rambunctious child.”
“Head Over Heels,” a story set in the fictional
kingdom of Arcadia, follows the king, queen and
court on a journey in which they ineffectively strive
to avoid their fate as dictated by a prophecy. While
the story finds its roots in an Elizabethan-era text,
Arecchi said, it’s set to a soundtrack of songs by the
Go-Go’s, an American, all-female punk-rock band
famous in the 1980s.

Nathan Yannarell, a junior musical theatre major
who’s playing the role of the king, said the cast has
discussed how they can use the unique nature of the
musical to reach many people.
“We’ve got this Go-Go’s music with a more public
issue that is LGBTQ representation,” Yannarell said.
“Then, you’ve got this older music that an older
generation grew up with. Combine those two forces,
and you can have different people who can not only
enjoy this show but learn something from its message,
and it’s not just dedicated to one group of people.”
Yannarell said he thinks every single person can
see themselves in a character in “Head Over Heels.”
“Everybody is represented in some form,” Yannarell
said. “I think that’s a really powerful thing.”
Crystal Haley, a senior musical theatre major
and music industry minor who plays the role of
the queen, said the cast talked about the need to
prioritize making the relevance of the story clear to
the audience.
“Although this is set in a fictional past and the
music is from the ’80s, the themes are still pretty
heavy and prevalent to now,” Haley said. “The text
is very Shakespeare-esque, and while it’s, like,
heightened language; we still wanted to make sure
that the audience understood what was happening
and the important things that were happening in the
show.”
Originally, Arecchi said, the musical was selected
by a committee of students, faculty and staff to be
produced at JMU for 2020-21 as part of the Jubilee
season — a national movement in which professional
and educational theaters arranged to produce works
by underrepresented voices. “Head Over Heels,”
Arecchi said, deals with gender and LGBTQ themes.

Arecchi said that according to JMU’s COVID-19 operations plan for the fall, student
performers will be allowed to remove their masks on stage during the performance.
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“Being back in person is so exciting, but it’s sort
of like a level of stimulation that I think we’re
not used to. It’s tiring in a way that I think before
[COVID-19], it wasn’t tiring in the same way.”
Kate Arecchi

Associate Director, JMU School of Theatre and Dance
A 2018 TheaterMania article described “Head Over
Heels” as the “most inclusive production on Broadway,”
saying that it “puts a lesbian love story front and center,
features the first trans woman ever to originate a principal
role on Broadway, and embraces and accepts queerness
in all its forms in an effort to show how much better we
could be if everyone lived authentically.”
Arecchi said that because of COVID-19, the Jubilee
event couldn’t take place. However, when a new
committee considered selections for the current season,
it first looked at the selections made the previous year —
particularly in light of goals for anti-racism, access, equity
and inclusivity. Evaluated according to those missions,
“Head Over Heels” made the cut for the 2021-22 season.
But while the musical deals with serious themes, it was
also chosen because of its potential as a stage production.
Arrechi called it a comedy that’s “fast-paced [with] lots
of dance.”
Students, staff and others are pulling together to
create the production with a cast and crew of about
40-50. Arecchi said Ashley King, a choreographer from
Washington, D.C., is helping with the dance aspects of
the musical, and student Sabrina Simmons is managing
costume design in a way that Haley said “is making [her]
love costumes.”
“[Simmons is] really taking the time to make sure that
we feel comfortable in the costumes and that we will
like them so that we can put our best foot forward when
we’re performing,” Haley said. “That just makes me really
excited.”
Haley said she also enjoyed doing “table reads” —
reading through the script with the cast.
“You know, you get the script, and then you read it
so that you’re familiar with it,” Haley said. “But then to
hear everyone else bring their character alive is what
really makes me so excited. There were so many funny
things that I didn’t even realize were funny until I heard
someone say it instead of just reading it.”
Arecchi said one highlight has been collaborating with
people to create work that can be shared specifically for
a live audience.
“Even last year when we did things, a lot of it was

recorded and streamed ... so most people engaged with
it virtually,” Arecchi said. “[It’s] great to be able to do that.
But from a performer standpoint, I think it’s felt like a lot
of performing by yourself to a screen.”
F o r n o w , i n a d h e r e n c e t o J M U ’s c u r r e n t
recommendations for pandemic safety, the cast of “Head
Over Heels” wears masks while they rehearse and hold
practices in a larger space than they ordinarily would.
According to JMU’s guidelines for public events this
fall, student performers should wear masks in indoor
spaces on university property when close to others but
may remove them while performing on stage. Arecchi
said the cast is hoping restrictions don’t change and that
they’ll be able to perform unmasked when the production
takes place in November.
For now, students are wearing masks during classes
and rehearsals, even while singing.
Life with COVID-19 has created another challenge for
performers: re-adjusting to the level of energy required.
Arecchi said the cast has had to build their stamina back
and learn to sing in person with masks rather than over
screens.
“Being back in person is so exciting, but it’s sort of like a
level of stimulation that I think we’re not used to,” Arecchi
said. “It’s tiring in a way that I think before [COVID-19],
it wasn’t tiring in the same way.”
If restrictions remain unchanged in November, “Head
Over Heels” will open in front of a live audience. Even
with minor adjustments, the experience will otherwise
mirror the pre-pandemic theater world at JMU.
“I think there’s something about the energy and the
excitement of performers on stage together singing
and dancing, and to be able to be in a room and
experience that together with the cast and the other
audience members,” Arecchi said. “To me, that is a real
celebration of what it means to be part of a community.”
CONTACT Maria Copeland at copelamt@dukes.jmu.
edu. For more on the culture, arts and lifestyle of the
JMU and Harrisonburg communities, follow the culture
desk on Twitter and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.

A WEALTH OF HEALTH
Destressing
in a stressful world
By GRANT JOHNSON
The Breeze

Read the full story at breezejmu.org.
Haley, who plays the queen in “Head Over Heels,” said she enjoyed doing table reads because she was finally able to hear the
characters come to life.
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Stress among college students isn’t a new topic.
However, the past two years have brought a global
pandemic — later coupled with an even more
transmissible variant — social justice protests and a
polarizing presidential election season. The return of
a new semester and an adjustment back to in-person
classes can be yet another added layer of stress for many
students.
Here’s some advice to mitigate these stressors from the
perspectives of a JMU professor, student and counselor.
JMU jazz piano associate professor Bob Hallahan has
been practicing transcendental meditation for 50 years.
For college students, he said, the practice can be “a great
aid” in stress relief because of its effortless nature. In
transcendental meditation, you repeat a mantra — or a
word without meaning — aloud and then later in your
head over and over as a means of letting go of outside
distractions.
Peter Haensel, a junior jazz studies major who was
introduced to transcendental meditation by Hallahan,
said the practice has become a twice-a-day routine for
him and that it’s meant to calm your nervous system.
You only need 10-20 minutes a day to reap the benefits,
Haensel said. On his first attempt at the practice, it felt
like an elevator falling after cutting its cord — “you fall
into yourself,” he said.
Meditation, however, isn’t the end-all, be-all of
stress-relieving practices. Renee Staton, director of
JMU’s Clinical Mental Health Counseling program, said
meditation’s cultural roots and emphasis on stillness
can be a turnoff for some. Instead, she said, taking time
to completely and mindfully immerse yourself in what
you’re doing — whether it’s running, doing the dishes or
breathing — can prevent other stressors like an exam or
the Delta variant from creeping into our minds.
Moreover, when faced with the culture of comparison
and the one-upmanship social media can present, Staton
recommended spending time “considering what we hope
to gain” from our phone’s interactive apps as a means of
reducing stress. She also said being aware of habitually
picking up your phone can reduce this sometimes stressinducing habit.
Stress relief, especially in the world’s climate, can be
hard to come by. Hopefully, this edition of “A Wealth
of Health” can provide methods to relieve your collegestudent burdens.
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Sorority recruitment tips, from a sister
By MADISON MILLS
The Breeze

Coming into college for some may already
be stressful enough; living on your own
for what may be the first time in your life,
trying to make new friends and learning at
the collegiate level is enough to overwhelm
anyone. One way to make this transition into
a new lifestyle easier for women at JMU may
be to join a sorority. The point of recruitment
is to find your home away from home where
you feel most comfortable and to help cure
the “settling into college” scaries. If you don’t
have a clue what to expect during the rush
process, here are some tips for recruitment.

Thursday, September 16, 2021

Confidence

This may be the most cliche piece of advice,
but be confident in yourself. The only way
to truly show that you belong is by being
comfortable in your own skin. Maintaining
eye contact, standing tall and trying not to
fidget are some examples of body language
that help keep your confidence up and the
nerves down. The houses recruiting are
looking for new members that will display
authenticity, and there are houses out there
for everyone who’ll accept you just the way
you are.

Keep an open mind

There are many houses that you’ll visit
during recruitment, and it’s important to
remain unbiased during the process. It’s also
important to remember that sororities aren’t

entirely the same at every school, so coming
in with an open mind is crucial to remain
neutral and view each house objectively.
Try to go into this process with as little
information about each sorority as possible
so you won’t be swayed any one way during
recruitment.

Ask questions

A great way to demonstrate to the
houses that you’re interested is by asking
questions. This may include inquiring about
philanthropy, friendship or sisterhood. The
houses want to see that the girls they’re
recruiting are invested in this process —
showing interest in each sorority by asking
the sisters how they choose their “forever
home” is a great way to display that you’re
present during recruitment.

Take care of yourself

This is key — getting lots of sleep, drinking
water and eating well are enough to impact
recruitment. Being well rested during this
process will be a huge help, considering an
adequate amount of sleep is powerful enough
to improve your mood, refine mental health
and improve your immune system. Good
hydration is also essential — recruitment
requires a lot of talking, and when it’s hot
outside, water will be your best friend during
rush.

Be yourself

Make sure to show your true colors
throughout the recruitment process. Looking

for a new home at school is stressful, and the
decision should be based upon the truth.
Allow the houses to get a real look into who
they should have the pleasure of having in
their sorority. Don’t aim to please the houses;
if you feel that you’re not accepted at a house,
then it’s most likely not the one for you.

Accept help
from your Rho Gamma

Before the week starts, you’ll meet your Rho
Gamma, who’ll basically lead you and a group
of other girls throughout the recruitment
process. She’s disaffiliated from her own
chapter during the recruitment process so she
can remain unbiased to help you and your
group. Utilize her as much as possible — she’s
there to help you. She’ll be around to answer
any questions you may have about Greek Life,
help direct you up and down Greek Row and
show you where to line up outside of houses
before each round starts.

What to
expect during the day

There are many things everyone can
anticipate, and one of those things is a lot
of walking. Greek Row may not seem that
long, but it sure is if you’re wearing heels.
It’s going to be loud, you’re going to hear
many different chants and the amount of
clapping will ring in your ears for days after,
but this all happens to welcome all those
who are rushing. Otherwise, it’s hard to know

what awaits during recruitment, since this
experience is unique to each person. Walking
into every house is a different encounter in so
many ways — but the outcome is priceless.
Coming out of each house is an experience
like no other, so make sure to reflect on every
detail of the house the minute you walk out so
you don’t forget those little aspects that may
alter your decisions.
Preparing for recruitment isn’t easy, but
it’ll all be worth it at the end. You’ll hear this
piece of advice too many times throughout
the week, but trust the process. Recruitment
is an entirely different experience for each
potential new member, so don’t be hard on
yourself if it goes a different way than you
thought it might. While recruitment week is
a big deal to some, it’s not the whole sorority
experience — it’s what comes after that
counts. Recruitment week is supposed to be
fun, so remain true to yourself and enjoy it.
Open house round, which was meant
to be Friday, Sept. 17, and Saturday, Sept.
18, was moved to a virtual platform. Now,
Philanthropy round is spread over the course
of two days, Saturday, Sept. 18 and Sunday,
Sept. 19. Sisterhood, Preference and Bid Day
remain on the same set days — Sept. 24-26.
Disclaimer: Madison Mills is a member of
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority at JMU.
CONTACT Madison Mills at millsmv@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts and
lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on
Twitter and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.
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In a sea of

purple
JMU fans prepare to travel
with JMU football to Weber State

A JMU fan celebrates against Maine. Becca Gvozden / The Breeze
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By MADISON HRICIK
The Breeze

JMU cheerleaders energize the crowd.

Christine Brady / The Breeze

It’s a playoff-style matchup in Week 3 —
and JMU fans are loving it.
Two thousand eighty-five miles away from
Bridgeforth Stadium is Stewart Stadium
— the home of Weber State football. JMU
announced the addition of the Wildcats
to the 2021 regular season schedule midSeptember 2019, and it's the farthest West
the Dukes have ever traveled. With the game
only days away, fans are starting to make final
preparations for their trip ahead.
“We’re really excited to see Weber State
on their home turf, especially knowing the
history of these two [universities], ” Andrea
Shellman Clay, the mother of JMU alumnae
Mollie (’18) and Caroline (’20) Clay, said. “It
feels like an early preview of the playoffs.”
JMU typically plays a major nonconference
opponent every year — often an FBS team
such as West Virginia in 2019. This season,
the Dukes battle a top-tier FCS program
instead. In some cases, the matchup not only
catches fans’ eyes, but it also improves JMU’s
strength of schedule for the eventual playoff
bracket announcement in November.
“[JMU] is showing the strength that they
have this season so far,” JMU alumna Kim
Miller McCallister (’82, ’85) said. “This game
is the one game out of the whole season I
saw as the most pivotal to our stance in the
playoffs.”
The Dukes have welcomed the Wildcats
onto their home turf both times the teams
have met — first in 2017 and again in 2019.
Both matchups were the FCS semifinal
games and led to JMU booking a flight
to Frisco, Texas. The 2017 game featured
redshirt senior kicker Ethan Ratke’s famous
game-winning field goal with one second left
in a tied game.
The 2019 matchup didn’t see the same
climactic win as 2017, but JMU held Weber
State to 14 points to clinch a national title
berth. The Dukes have ended Weber State’s
season in both games played, but the
implications of this game aren’t the same.
JMU holds the all-time advantage against

Weber State, but fans know the Wildcats
bring a new challenge JMU hasn’t seen this
season.
“This is a top ten game, and Weber State
played well against a Pac-12 team for a while,”
JMU alumnus Bernie Pritchard (’96) said,
referring to Weber State’s matchup against
Utah earlier this season. “They should come
with a higher level offense and defense and
be on their home field, which is always an
advantage, too.”
The FCS voters don’t decide what every
team’s regular season games are, meaning
this matchup was decided by both programs.
What makes this an intriguing opponent for
JMU? The westward expansion, for one. The
farthest any JMU team has traveled for an
athletic event came during JMU softball’s
2021 trip to the Women’s College World
Series run in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
“Going that far west, particularly after
meeting only a few years ago, really makes
this an intriguing game,” Pritchard said.
“Travelling for the team isn’t something new
for us, though.”
Bringing JMU beyond the Mississippi River
naturally expands its athletic market by word
of mouth and, in JMU’s case, it also expands
television marketing. The game is set to air
on ESPN+, a platform not commonly used to
broadcast the Dukes.
For fans attending the game, the sea of
purple this time will be different from the one
in Godwin’s F Lot. But even in away games,
JMU Nation travels in a group. The JMU Duke
Club provides its own ticketing for the game
so fans can stay together during tailgating,
the game and for postgame activities. In
some cases, tickets are first come, first serve
— but many fans can purchase them earlier
depending on what member tier they’re in.
Regardless of how fans get their tickets,
the emphasis on supporting the Dukes
stays the same — something emphasized by
McCallister, Pritchard and Clay. The added
intensity of being away has brought together
a close-knit bond between members of
JMU Nation, additionally described by
McCallister.
“When JMU comes together out of state, it’s
like the coolest bonding and team-spirited

event I’ve seen,” McCallister said. “I want to
see JMU do the same here in Utah like they
do other games.”
Fans in the Weber State stands are also
intrigued to see what storylines come true
and have already begun predicting scores
online. Eyes are on Ratke, as he’s only one
kick away from breaking the FCS all-time
record for made field goals.
The Hanover county native already called
the moment “full circle” in the postgame
press conference after the Maine game, and
fans say they can see that same viewpoint
and have even shown their praise toward
Ratke. For some, seeing both the 2017 kick
and now a potentially record-breaking kick is
an extra level of excitement.
“It would be wonderful for him to get a
winning field goal at Weber State,” Pritchard
said. “Certainly, it could be an absolute
full-circle moment for him and a great
moment for someone who has played like a
professional at JMU.”
With redshirt senior quarterback Cole
Johnson’s recent performances, JMU Nation
may have high expectations for his showing
against Weber State. Johnson has thrown
no interceptions so far this season, and
his chemistry with the wide receivers has
sparked excitement from the crowds.
“Cole Johnson has really matured in a lot
of ways,” Clay said. “He’s off to a great start,
and I’d like to see that continue since he’s one
of my favorites.”
Whatever the reason, JMU Nation is ready
for Ogden, Utah. The game’s storylines, the
rivalry and the chance to travel paves the
way for a different matchup style that JMU
football hasn’t seen before.
“It’ll be another opportunity on national
television for JMU to shine,” Clay said. “We’re
excited for people to see what an amazing school
it is, and I think a whole part of the country is
about to find out what makes JMU so special.”
CONTACT Madison Hricik at
breezesports@gmail.com. For more
football coverage, follow the sports
desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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Tough as nails
Defense drives JMU men’s soccer’s dynasty

By JOSHUA GINGRICH
The Breeze

matches during the shortened spring 2021
campaign — redshirt junior defender and
CAA Preseason Defender of the Year Melker
Anshelm said the Dukes’ defense kickstarts
the offense.
“Most of the defenders are the ones setting
up the play and the tone and the tempo with
the ball and therefore opening up space for
the attacking players,” Anshelm said.
During JMU’s recent seasons, the Dukes
have had veterans on the back line. This
year, Anshelm and Clegg are the experienced
players, along with redshirt senior goalkeeper
Alex DeSatnick and freshmen defenders
Josiah Blanton and Yanis Lelin taking on
increased roles.
“The speed of the game at the collegiate
level is a lot faster than at the youth level,
so having some experience … is important,”
Clegg said. “But, it’s also good to have some
younger guys come in and learn that so

“You can’t have one guy off on
his own, doing his own thing — it’s
everyone working together.
Tyler Clegg

Redshirt junior defender

they can, at one point, become experienced
veterans themselves.”
Throughout the years, JMU’s defense has
seen elite players come and go. Prior to this
season, the Dukes lost goalkeeper TJ Bush
and defender Tom Judge — both of whom
have signed professional contracts. Despite
those absences, JMU maintains its defensive
intensity because of, as Clegg put it, a “next
man up” mentality.
Zazenski said the presence of the past
Dukes is still apparent in the locker room.
“We try to make sure the guys know that
those players paved the groundwork for
success and future success,” Zazenski said.
“We provide extra motivation and resources
in our current players to understand why
guys like TJ Bush, Thomas Shores, Tom Judge
and a laundry list of other players have had
success in a JMU uniform.”
The Dukes hope to keep that elite level of
defense this year and make it four consecutive
CAA Championships. After giving up six
goals in the season-opening loss to No. 1 and
defending champion Marshall on Aug. 26,
JMU’s allowed only one goal during its last
four matches — all victories.
“We’re definitely getting better; it was kind
of like a hitch early in the season conceding
six goals to Marshall, but I think we’ve
bounced back,” Anshelm said. “We have a
very good team and we’re working on it — it’s
a process, and we’re definitely getting there.”
CONTACT Joshua Gingrich at gingrihj@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more soccer coverage, follow the
sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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JMU men’s soccer has seen success over
the past few years, winning three consecutive
CAA Championships and coming one win
away from making the 2018 College Cup.
That success starts on the defensive end of
the field.
“I think the tone of the game is started
on defending and how many goals you give
up,” head coach Paul Zazenski said. “Some
of the best teams I’ve ever been a part of —
as a player and as a coach — have been able
to keep the ball out of the net at a high rate,
so it’s vital to setting the tone and identity
of your group, and it’s something that we’ve
been fortunate to be pretty good at.”
Over the last three seasons, JMU allowed
only 39 goals in 53 matches. In the spring
2021 season, the Dukes yielded four goals in
their nine matches, shutting out six teams.
Redshirt junior defender Tyler Clegg, who
was named CAA Defensive Player of the
Week for the week of Sept. 6-12, said being
consistent defensively is a challenge.
“It takes a lot of focus and the whole
team buying into the same kind of factors,”
Clegg said. “We can’t have any lapses in
concentration across the back line … You
can’t have one guy off on his own, doing his
own thing — it’s everyone working together.”
Zazenski said a great defense doesn’t
come together overnight — it takes weeks

and months of hard work. He said he recruits
players to JMU who already have a high
defensive IQ, but the Dukes also talk about
defense and try to instill that elite mindset in
the players when they arrive in Harrisonburg,
as well.
Zazenski said players might be able to
“run through a brick wall,” but he added that
physical prowess isn’t enough to be great.
Conditioning and the ability to get to 50-50
balls, Zazenski said, are crucial factors for
defenders.
“The training environment that we create
and that kind of hard-nose, workmanlike
atmosphere ... is vital,” Zazenski said. “But
then you’ve got to have players that can
execute, and I think the talent and the level of
the player has to be there, as well.”
When the defense makes a stop, offensive
counterattacks can start. Even though JMU
doesn’t score much — only 11 goals in nine
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What the players and coaches
are saying leading up to Week 3

JMU defenders tackle a Maine wide receiver. Becca Gvozden / The Breeze

By MADISON HRICIK
The Breeze

The caliber of No. 3 JMU football’s
matchup against No. 9 Weber State hasn’t
gone unnoticed. The Dukes are preparing for
their highest-ranked matchup of the season
thus far. It’s an FCS top 10 matchup, and it’s
the first time the Dukes visit Weber State.
JMU’s preparations are never ending, but
the Dukes say they’re excited and ready for
the opportunity.
“We’re feeling hungry still,” redshirt junior
linebacker Diamonte Tucker-Doresy said.
“We know there’s a lot at stake with this
game, and we’re just ready to play.”

Thursday, September 16, 2021

From the office:
what coach is thinking

Both games against Morehead State and
Maine had big defensive plays, but head
coach Curt Cignetti is focused on eliminating
defensive penalties. The Dukes had seven
penalties called against them, and while the
team played well overall, Cignetti has used it
as a point of focus in practice.
“We still can improve … [we committed]
seven penalties after 20 minutes of play and
a number of missed assignments across the
board,” Cignetti said. “We have some areas
we have to clean up.”
Cignetti said he believes it’s a simple fix —
focus on the details. Many of the penalties
happen while trying to reach the quarterback
or when defending a long pass, and JMU is
no exception. Although no game will ever be
perfect, the Dukes realize that Weber State
can capitalize on sloppy JMU errors.
“I look at this game like we’re going to play

Redshirt junior linebacker Mateo Jackson celebrates a tackle. Emma Connelly / The Breeze

a real quality team,” Cignetti said. “They’re
going to be really juiced up, and their coach
has done a great job … It’s going to be a really
good test for us.”
Traveling to Utah, the Dukes have a
new problem they’ve never seen before —
altitude. Weber State has a much higher
altitude than what JMU’s accustomed to
at Bridgeforth Stadium, which can change
some preparations for the team. Cignetti
said, however, defensive coordinator Corey
Hetherman spent time researching with
NFL coaches on the best ways to prepare for
altitude changes.
“[Hetherman] went out there in 2018 for a
semifinal game with Maine,” Cignetti said. “I
don’t think it will be a big factor for us.”
A few JMU players have taken personal
preparations as well, some running additional
sprints after practice while wearing masks.
The Dukes plan to arrive in Ogden, Utah, on
Friday night, and Cignetti confirmed oxygen
masks will be available if a player needs one
at any point during the game.
Although typical for what Cignetti
expects of his team, the emphasis to play
hard increases against the Wildcats this
week. He’s determined to see the offense
continue its newfound proficiency, thanks
to the chemistry between redshirt senior
quarterback Cole Johnson and both the
running back and wide receiving cores.
Defensively, JMU has allowed nine rushing
yards in the last two games.

On the field:
what the players see

The Dukes say they know this game isn’t
going to be easy, but the team is still excited
to take on Weber State. It’s JMU’s first road

game of the season, and it’s a nationally
ranked matchup. To add to the excitement,
some players have seen the history between
the two teams before.
“We’re still playing the same way, there
aren’t too many ways to get things done,”
Tucker-Doresy said. “We know there’s one
right way, and that’s being us.”
JMU expands on what Cignetti believes,
saying that keeping a clean and aggressive
game is key to defeating Weber State. The
team acknowledged their improvement from
Morehead State to Maine, but the missing
details are a constant focus. Both keeping
penalties to a minimum and maintaining
the right mindset are factors the players have
motivated with individually and as a team.
“We’re just understanding what type of
game it’s going to be,” Tucker-Dorsey said.
“We know there’s a lot of stuff we have to clean
up from the last two games, so we’re coming
together and focusing on the same goals.”
Heading into the game against Maine,
JMU was determined to come out with more
energy in the first half. The Dukes had a
sluggish first half against Morehead State
but flipped around with Maine. Looking at
Weber State, the players understand their
energy level can’t be anywhere but at the
max.
“We’re all excited to get our first away
game in and travel again,” redshirt senior
wide receiver Scott Bracey said. “Last year,
we didn’t travel too much, so everyone is
ready to get this new experience.”
Both Tucker-Dorsey and Bracey said the
trust these players have with one another
has been a key to their recent success — a
factor both expect to see this Saturday.
“Looking at last year, I’ve been trying

to see how I could improve … and then
understanding what I needed to do for my
teammates as well,” Tucker-Dorsey said.
“knowing what they need and making
myself accessible to them.”
Adjusting on the fly comes with having
depth on the roster — and JMU has depth.
JMU is still missing some key players,
including redshirt senior running back
Percy Agyei-Obese, but the Dukes have
relied on multiple running backs in the
previous games while the Preseason AllAmerican is out.
Weber State is effective in both passing
and running the ball, so the defense has to
adapt to either situation at every down. In
addition, the Wildcats aren’t afraid to call
trick plays under the element of surprise.
Weber State has faked punts and field goals
in games before, including both games
against JMU.
“It’s been a big point of focus in practice
this week,” Bracey said. “We definitely have
to be aware of that so we’re not making any
mistakes.”
JMU is determined to keep its winning
streak alive on the road, and with a difficult
CAA schedule ahead, getting a win against
the Wildcats sets the stage for a strong
showing in conference play the rest of the
regular season.
“Everything that we want to get done is right
in front of us,” Bracey said. “We’re ready to just
stay true to ourselves then go out there and play
our game.”
CONTACT Madison Hricik at breezesports@
gmail.com. For more football coverage,
follow the sports desk on Twitter @
TheBreezeSports.
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

$17.95

DOWN
1 School support
gp.
2 Poetic adverb
3 Tokyo’s Yoko

4 Like “The
Handmaid’s
Tale,” to many
critics (but not to
the author)
5 Arena section
6 Squirt
7 Less cooked
8 Thurman of
“Batman & Robin”
9 “Yo, what’s new?”
10 Word with glass
or ware
11 Worker with a
host family
12 Helen’s
homeland
13 To the opposite
side of
15 Pop duo __ &
Him
18 Unnamed object
21 Ring ref’s decision
22 Hoops threepoint line, e.g.
23 “Where’s my
Fancy Feast?”
24 Bubbly brand
26 Land bordering
los Pirineos
27 Belgrade native
28 Classist type
30 Foul
34 Silent speech
syst.

Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved

stumpe

find the
answers
online

www.breezejmu.org/
site/crossword_
answers/

©2021 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

35 CBS series with
multiple spin-offs
37 First Nations tribe
38 Doughnut __
39 Common
dumpster spot
40 Ring sites
41 Entertain
44 Airport safety org.
45 Folks
46 Peter or Jessica
47 Expels
48 Calculating

9/16/21

50 “Leave it to me”
51 ’80s hip-hop
pioneers
53 Macaroni type
54 Brake parts
58 Yin/yang principle
60 Loops in, briefly
61 Texter’s chuckle
62 One in Mexico
63 Far less than
100%
64 AFL partner
65 Solo of “Star Wars”

Le
1
3

Comple
each r
and 3
(in bo
contain
1 to 9. F
on ho
Sudoku
sudo

$10.95

$9.99

$17.95
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By Jeff Eddings

d?

ACROSS
1 Disappearing
sounds
6 Bridge support
11 __ rule
14 Principle
15 Arrived at a dock,
perhaps, with “to”
16 Bars often
scanned, for short
17 Alternative
medicine
treatment
19 Masters figure
20 “Where are
you?” response,
perhaps
21 Staple of African
food
22 Poet Gorman
who read at
President Biden’s
inauguration
25 Publicity
packages
29 Puts up a fight
31 Tijuana titles
32 FEMA supplies
33 High-end Apple
line
36 “Night on Bald
Mountain”
inspiration
42 Arrive, as clouds
43 Take in a heist
45 Market in
advance
49 Stuffy
52 Perspicacious
55 “¿Cuánto __?”:
“How much is it?”
56 More than listen
57 Lengthy account
59 “Washington
Week” airer
60 Order served with
toothpicks ... and
what each of the
other four longest
answers is?
66 English __
67 Phillips 66 brand
68 Former first
daughter
69 Exobiology subj.
70 Holds up
71 “Battlestar
Galactica” enemy

So
Wednes

Hours:
Monday- Thursday: 11am-9:30pm

$21.95

Friday-Saturday: 11am-10:30pm
Sunday- CLOSED
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MADISON
MARKETPLACE

Madison Marketplace is open for business, and all text-only listings are FREE! Post job listings, announcements, rentals
and more using our online placement tool.
Ads run two weeks online and in two print editions.

JOBS

Crew Supervisor - Street
Maintenance

Are you searching for a career
opportunity in street maintenance
that allows you to have the best of both
worlds: leadership and field work?
If so, apply to the Crew Supervisor Street Maintenance position in the
City of Harrisonburg’s Public Works
Department! Find out more/apply
online at: https://www.harrisonburgva.
gov/employment. EOE.

Crew Supervisor - Stormwater

Are you searching for a career opportunity
in stormwater that allows you to have
the best of both worlds: leadership and
field work? If so, consider applying
to the Crew Supervisor - Stormwater
position in the City of Harrisonburg’s
Public Works Department! Find out
more/apply online at: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

Career Opportunity - Recreation
Program Specialist II - Youth &
Childcare Programs

Are you seeking a challenging yet
rewarding career opportunity that
allows you to utilize your knowledge/
skills/abilities to oversee recreationallybased programs for children (grades
K-5)? If so, apply to the Recreation
Program Specialist II - Youth & Childcare
Programs position with the City of
Harrisonburg! Apply online at: https://
www.harrisonburgva.gov/employment.
EOE.

Part-Time Job Opportunity:
Custodian Senior

Do you want a job with the City that
helps project a friendly image to our
citizens, employees and others? If so,
the Custodian Senior position in the
City’s Parks and Recreation Department
may be the right opportunity for you!
Find out more and apply online at:
https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/
employment. EOE.

City of Harrisonburg Fire
Department Internship Opportunity
Part-Time Job Opportunity - Travel
Specialist
Do you want a fun part-time customer
service position that allows you to
interact with patrons visiting the
Hardesty-Higgins House Visitor
Center and local area? If so, the City of
Harrisonburg’s Tourism Department’s
Travel Specialist position may be the
right job for you! Find out more/apply
online at: https://www.harrisonburgva.
gov/employment. EOE.

Are you a student seeking real-world
experience in public administration
with a focus on public safety in a locality
that can provide you with an internship
opportunity? If so, apply to the City
of Harrisonburg’s Fire Department
Internship position! Find out more/apply
online at: https://www.harrisonburgva.
gov/employment. EOE.

911 Emergency Communicator

Do you want to give back to your
community and know your job has a
direct impact in the local community?
Have you ever thought about becoming
a 911 Emergency Communicator? If so,
apply to become part of the HRECC
team! Find out more and apply online
at: https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/
employment. EOE.

Career Opportunity - Transportation
Administrative Support

Post your ad at
BreezeJMU.org/classifieds

Career Opportunity - Administrative
Specialist

Are you looking for a rewarding
career that allows you to utilize your
administrative skills to make an
impact here in the local community?
If so, consider applying for the City of
Harrisonburg Public Transportation
Department’s Administrative Specialist
position! Find out more/apply online
at: https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/
employment. EOE.

HOUSING

One Bedroom Apartment
Fully Furnished 1 Bed Room, Pots &
Pans, Dishes, Silverware, Refrigerator,
Electric Heat & AC included.
High Speed Internet Available,
Country Setting, 10 miles north of
Harrisonburg on Rt. 1. $1,000 per
month/security deposit required.
540-432-1989
SERVICES

Do you need something hauled,
moved, or transported?
Call you friend with a truck. I can
haul furniture, trash, appliances, or
anything else. Call today for a quote!
Phone Number: 540-607-9929

The JMU Athletics Communications Department
is looking for a student to assist with photographing
intercollegiate sports during the 2021-2022 school
year. Students must be degree-seeking students,
enrolled on at least a half-time basis (6 credits
for undergraduate and 5 credits for graduate),
and be willing to work nights and weekends.
For more information, qualiﬁcations, and to apply,
please go to https://joblink.jmu.edu/postings/9864
or visit joblink.jmu.edu and reference posting
number “J1803.”

Thursday, September 16, 2021

Are you searching for a challenging yet
rewarding administrative position that
allows you the opportunity to interact
with a diverse group of individuals?
If so, consider applying for the City
of Harrisonburg’s Transportation
Administrative Support (Program
Support Specialist Senior) position! Find
out more/apply online at: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

Regional Firefighter Testing - 10/23
Interested in becoming a Firefighter?
If so, check out this upcoming
testing opportunity! Regional
Firefighter Testing for the Counties
of Rockingham and Augusta and the
Cities of Harrisonburg, Staunton
and Waynesboro will be offered
on Saturday, 10/23 at the JMU
Convocation Center. Find out more/
register online at: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment.
EOE.
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JMU

• RENOVATED CLUBHOUSES •
• NEW HARDWOOD FLOORS •
• UPDATED APARTMENTS •

APPLY FREE ONLINE

THEHILLSJMU

540.432.0600 | LIVE-THEHILLS.COM

